NOW READING SIGNS
Starting in September, Teachers and administrators were asked to read books from the school library and to fill out and post the template outside their door so students could ask them about the books.

ON THE NEWS BOOK TALKS-Lights, Camera, ACTION!
Some kids like to be on camera, some not so much. Students who expressed an interest in doing book talks were asked to fill out a brief “script” with the information they will say. After checking it over and practicing a few times, they were put in front of the camera.
DIVE INTO A GOOD BOOK  Another way to reach the students and staff to promote reading is our extra large bulletin board which is right outside of the library. After our “CONSIDER THE SOURCE” message, we went on to promote reading in a way that would connect with summer reading.

AniManga Club - Two college students have really stepped up to assist us with the club. They have helped with Japanese language, art, and food! At our last meeting they brought authentic homemade treats. They have also helped us make wise and popular choices for Manga books in the library.